M OSGOOD WINS ASB PRESIDENCY

LumberJack

nly 491 Vote

Special Runoff

HUMBOLDT

STATE

sgood became the new ASB President in Wednesdays

election, which attracted only 491 voters.
Osgood beat Pat Crooks, 295-196 in the special election.

when neither candidate was
The run-off vote became necess
May 2-3 election, due to
able to gain a majority in the
the large number of write-in votes.
major from Reseda, California.
Osgood is a junior biol
er, was narrowly defeated last
His running mate, Steve Fi
week by Ken Fulgham in the vice-presidential race, thus mak-

ing the third time in four
. without his vice-presi

Big Brother Vote
For Next Week
Big Brother polling will take
place from May 15 through 19 with

by Gerald Stewart

its polling sites being rotated from

CU Program Board Will
Run Continuous Activities
The College Union Board has
assumed

the responsibility of be-

ing the primary agency for all
continuous social and educational
activities on campus.

Together

with the transfer of the social activities of the Associated Student
Body, and the creation of the College Board by the ASB

one more

positive step towards building a
College Union is being fulfilled.
Because of the nonpolitical and
continuous nature of the CU Pro
gram Board and the eventual availibility and involvement of the Union staff, the College Union Board
will be handling all continuous
(scheduled on a reasonable regular basis throughout the school
year) educational activities. To
aid in the accomplishing of this
goal, the following activities were
given to the CU Program Board by
the Student Legislative Council
at its April 24 neeting: Lumberjack

Days, Homecoming, Spectrum,
Meet Your Prof, Special naine
attractions, Dad's May, Mother's
Day, Sno-ball, Talent (bash-outs,
etc.), games (CAC) and recreation,
dances, movies, Summer session
recreation.
The Student Activities C ommrissian will become nonfunctional.
Instead, the CU Program Board
will have the responsibility and
authority of planning, implement-

given:

Cultural and Fine Arts,

dances and movies, Publicity and
Personnel, Issues and Discussion,
Recreation, Homecoming, and Lum
berjack Days. Applications are
now being accepted at the CUB
office for interested students who
like to either chair available committes or work on them.

“This CU Program Board is to

serve the social and educational
needs of the student; not dominate
them,’* said Garnie Schatz, College Union Board member who was
chairman of the Program Board
Committee. Miss Schatz added

that some people have been con-

fused over who has jurisdiction
over after-game dances. She said
that the jurisdiction the Program
Board will have over them is that
they will make sure that they wil

be held. If no club cares to sponsad

such dances,

then the CU

Program

Board will sponsor them.
The CU Program Board cannot
accumulate revenue from these

dances. All revenue from paid ad-

missions to activities under the
management of the CU Program
Board automatically goes into the
ASB treasury, said Miss Schatz.
Just like the SAC was a budgeted
item of the ASB budget, so will be
the Program Board. The ASB will
transfer to the CUB the necessary
budgeted amounts for carrying out
ing, and operating the College Un- the College Union Program each
year, added Miss Schatz.
jon Progtam this fall.
The Program Board will also
The College Union Program
Board is a creation of the College serve as a means of centralizing
Union Board in that its responsib- the social activities on canipus,
and prevent conflicts in schedulility 18 to that governing body.
ing events. Clubs and other social
From the outset, the Program
groups on campus will be urged to
Board will consist of eleven members; one of which will be a chair- use this future Activity calendar
nan. Each member of this board is so that better coordination of activities can come about, said Miss
actually a chairman over a functSchatz.
ional category such as the seven

‘Wind in the Willows’ Debuts
In Sequoia This Weekend
The delightfully funny antics

of Mr. Toad and his friends, Rat,
Mole and Badger, are sure to

please children of all ages in the
Sequoia Masque production of THE
WIND IN THE WILLOWS, opening
this weekend.

Adapted from the Kenneth Grahame book for children, the play
is directed by George Goodrich
with settings by Phillip Mann and
costumes by Ethelyn Pauley. This
production is especially produced
for the younger theater goer and
season ticket holdets are entitled
to a free child's ticket when they
reserve tickets for themselves.
Lighting and stage crews have
been busy converting the studio
theatre into the Wild Wood home of

the antic creatures who populate

the playwright Joseph Baldwin's
amusing and unusual drama. The
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Students Will Not Lose Credit
Under Quarter System

ears that a president has been electtial running mate also being elect-
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the cafeteria to the CAC to the Bio
logical Science Building, according to ASB Vice-President Gary
Morse.
Morse said that on Monday the
polling booth will be located in the
cafeteria, Tuesday it will be in the
Biological Science Building, on
Wednesday in the CAC, and on

Thursday and Friday it can be fourd
in the cafeteria again.
According to Morse, the polls
will be open on the above days

from 10 to 2.
Morse said the balloting will be

scored on IBM cards and he sees
this year’s ballot as much better
than last year's.
Each student desiring to rate his
professor will receive one IBM

card for each class he is presently

taking minus the lab courses.
The student is then asked to
rate the professor on the following criteria: 1. Ability to communicate course material through lecture. 2. Ability to create interest ard
ote in an out-of-class discussion. 3. Ability to evenly distribute
course material over the semester.
4. Ability to assign outside work
that is instrumental in broadening

the scope of the course: 5. Whether
or not he would

take the instructor

again.

On the above criteria, the student will rate the professor as
either excellent good, average,

fair, or poor

except on item

5

which requires a yes, of no OF undecided answer.

Statewide Student
Demographic Survey
A statewide survey of student
financial and demographic characteristics has been announced by
the Chancellor's Office of the
State Colleges.
In the course of the survey, a
10 percent random sample of stud-

ents from all of the 18 State Colleges will be asked questions relating to their financial resources

and educational status.
The responses, which do not

bear any identification of individual students, will be used in an

attempt to arrive at an accurate
picture of current student financial needs.

The surevy, which attempts to

answer questions about fees, tuition, and current student aid pro
formers as Rex Heuschkel, Dick
grams has been cited as ‘‘extreme,
Spalding
Jim
Dart, Myta Fulgham,
ly important to the development of
Jerry Nusbaum, Susan Metcalf, Peg future programs and fee structures”
Gantt, Linda Dungan, Steve Paulsq by officials.
Tom Cooper, Jim Douglas, and
A prompt and accurate response
John Goodrich.
is requested from those students
Tonight is opening night, with
surveyed. It is emphasized that a
curtain at 8:00 p.m. Satutday and
lack of response from any segment
Sunday matinees will be presented of the student community might
and
14
13,
at 2:30 p.m. on May
greatly bias the study, which in
May 20 with an evening pertfortutn might present an inaccurate
mance Friday May 19
pacture,
e
Theatr
Seating in the Studio
Questionnaires were distributis limited and it is suggested that
ed on campus by mail, and it is
Reearly.
seats
patrons reserve
will re-

cast includes such seasoned pet-

hoped that all students
servations may be made by calling turn them immediately. Harold
Box office

822-1771, ext 395.
Conkling, financial aid officer,
1 to 4 Mon:
hours are 10 to 12 and
is aiding in the coordinating of
through
8
May
Friday
day through
statewide study, and will dirthe
is
May 19. Adult admission
the sutvey ey on this campus, and
ect
$1.50 and children through high
he will be available to answer any
school 75 cents.
questions that might arise.

In

an

attempt

to

eliminate

‘‘Insofar

as

it

is

within

the

power of the Curriculum Commit-

quandries
that students might
have
relative to the College's

tee,
it will
not support any
changes which will cause stud-

conversion to the quarter system
this fall, the members of the Curriculum Committee have prepared

the semester

aresolution tu preserve equity
with class credits.
According to Dr. Joseph Trainor, Curriculum Committee chairman,
there was
some student
concem that in the transfer to’
the
quarter
system,
students
would lose credit from previous
classes.
In the same light, there was

some ‘‘hearsay"’ to the effect
that students would perhaps be

required to take more units than
indicated in the catalog under
which
they
started their program
of concentration, ofr they
might suffer inequities solely as
aresult of the shift from the semester to the quarter system of op-

eration.
The following is the resolutjon passed by the faculty body:

ents who

started

college

system

under

to lose any

units for courses taken under
that s ystem.
Further, the Cur-

riculum Committee

will not sup-

port any changes which will increase the total number of equivalent quarter units required for
graduation.”

As most people in the college
community realize, the number of
quarter

down

units

required

graduation

Hypothetically,

lane

to

walk

is

186.

suppose

a stud-

ent had 94 semester units at the
end of this semester; for the
**conversion,’’

s imply

multiply

one and a half times the number
of s emester units, which gives
him a total of 141 quarter units.
Therefore,
to receive his diploma under the new system, the
student would be required to
take 15 units per quarter during
the academic year.

SLC Considers Proposal

To Rename State Colleges
A resolution recommending a
change in the names of the Calif-

ions are to point out limitations
students have on the campus when

sideration at the May 9th meeting
of Swdent Legislative Council.
This resolution recommends to

This policy will be up for acceptance next week.
Student reaction was agreed up-

State College Board of Trustees
to confer the title of ‘‘state university’’ on those state colleges

Teacher Award which is given by
=the Academic Senate. Chuck Dvorak, Junior Class President, will

omia State Colleges to ‘‘State Uni- exercising their right to free speech
versities’* was brought under con- and demonstration.

the legislature and the
that they authorize the

govemor
California

they deem warrant the utle.
This resolution was

brought to

the attention of SLC by John

on by SLC as necessary in the determination of the Distinguished

be working with his committee to

form such criteria to submit t the

SLC and the Academic Senate for

Woolley, who when reading through their approval.
the minutes of past meetings of the

California State College Student
Presidents Association came across & similar resolution adopted

by that body.
Student Council chose to receive this resolution, study it, and
at their next meeting decide whethef of not to adopt it.
In other Council action two re-

ports from the Ad Hoc Commission
of Student Rights and Responsibilities were given to SLC by Woolley, ASB President. The repurts
dealt with the construction of a
Fairness Board and regulations

concerning the time, place, and
manner of public expression. A
Faimess Board would air griev-

ances that individuals of the college community have that might
stem from classroom practices,
curriculum evaluations, main-

tenance and security, ares of student personnel services, etc.

The Board would hear these
grievances and attempt to cot-

Tuttle Receives
Athlete Award

At Spring Sing
Gary Tuttle, HSC Sophomore
track star, was the recipient of
the first ‘‘Outstanding Athlete
of the Year’’ award, presented at
the Spring Sing on Thursday,
May 4.
Dwing his two years at HSC,

Tuttle set a number of team and
Far Western Conference records
in distance running.
The award, consisting of an

engtaved trophy given to the
athlete and a perpetual blanket
award which will be displayed on
campus, was donated by Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fratemity. Allen
Keppner, Teke spokesman, said

the award, given for the first time
rect or advocate a solution to them. this year, will become an annual
There were three plans give to SLC presentation at HSC, with the
from which one will be chosen at
Tekes donating the trophies.
the next meeting.
The selection was made by the
The report concetning public ex- head coaches of HSC's athletic

ons On
Pression dealt with regulati
students can
the manner in which

hold public meetings. The regulat-

1.15 and sportswriters from the
local newspapers.
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Who is the Fox ?

Schwartz Resigns
Editor:

After careful deliberation, |
question many students have been asking, after
regret to inform the student body
uals destruplaster
cti
edvel
that y
name

The Kiosk could not escape having ‘The Fox” Spray painted

on by some person or persons who apparently are incapable of

finding more worthwhile avenues of release for their imaginative efforts.
The

LUMBERJACK

recently received a letter from someone

signing himself ‘‘The Fox,’’ which boasted of his clever feats

and dared anyone to try and discover his identity.

its policy concerning anonymous
will not printit.

Adhering to

letters, the LUMZERJACK

Incidentally, judging from the spelling and grammar contained in that letter, its perpetrator must be of an intellectual level
tarsely rivaling that of a real fox.
It is doubtful that The Fox will ever be caught, becausehe
probably is not brave enough to place himself in a position
where his secrecy or safety will be endangered.
Because of this activity, he will undoubtedly be able to
look back on his collegiate days as a ‘‘truly educational experience.’’
We hope he’s proud of his efforts.

related t opics, he asked, ‘‘What
to

the newly-elected student body
officers, along with a sincere
wish that they, unlike many who
preceded them, will approach the
problems of student government

with determination and convictfon, and also a realistic and responsible attitude.
I speak

wate

as

an

old-line

grad-

student who

in five years

has attended more

student coun-

cil meetings than any of the
Candidates in this election, and
who is trying like hell not to become a member of The Estab

lishment he has so often criticized, yet sees no altemative
when faced with the unrealistic,
head-in-the-clouds
attitudes of
his fellow students.
Let’s face it. Student government at Humboldt stinks---and it

always has.
There has never
been sufficient interest within
the Associated Students to make
that group an effective body, and
many highly qualified swdents
have been all too satisfiedto
Channel their leadership capabilities into other extracurricular
outlets.

In an attempt to attract more
interest, and make student government

more

meaningful,

we

have
copied
the programs
and .
ideas of many of our much larger
much

more

mature

sister

state

colleges.
The Experimental
College
and Tutorial Program
are two examples, increased interest

in

national

and internat

fonal issues, such as the Vietmamese War and the draft are
others.
In t hese fields, student government has enjoyed its successes

and failures.

primary

goal,

involving

Yet its

interesting and

more students, has

never been reached.
Anyone
who attended the candidates’
question and answer period on
Friday
Apfil28
knows that.
Only fifty of sixty students, out
of 3200, bothered to even show
up.
But

one

student

who

was

there made an interesting point,
before he stomped out in disgust.

about housing for married students, and the registration mess,

and

the

parking

problem?"'

No

one could answer him.
There are scores of similar

problems that affect students directly and that student government could become a vital force
in improving.
But in our haste
to ‘*grow up,’’ we have neglected them entirely, or completely

failed in our weak attempts. And
in

most

cases,

these

are the

same type of problems that the
Student g overnments of ‘‘bigger
schools’ have faced, and solved
years ago,
There is a ‘‘credibility gap’’
here between the students and
their govemmant. Thinking, ratjonal persons do not want their
student govemment to represent
them on national issues when it
is not even capable of restructuring its constitution in tine to
meet
the requirements of next
year’s quarter system.

Student

government

has to

Start at the absolute botton: and
work up. It has to strengthen its
existing progran.s many of which
are
on
shaky
ground,
before
starting new ones.
And most
important of all, it should nove

in a direction that will gain the
confidence
and support of the
rest of the students,
In the recent campaign, Slate
made an interesting observation.

Slate’s platform said that student government no longer concentrates on the fah-rah activities
of yesterday, but spends itstime
discussing
the
new
politics,

Viet Nam, and the draft,
Granted, this is the natural
evolutionary process for student
government, and this evolutionary

trend

dreds of

is

occurring

college

campuses

and

never

forget

at hun-

and university

we

come it here.
espouse
this

should

wel-

Yet those who
doctrine should

one

important fact:

On the evolutionary scale, Humboldt State

has

the rah-rah stage.
humotous,

tut

student

yet reached

It may sound

it is

With capable,
ership that

not

sadly

true,

realistic

lead-

is self-perpetuating,

government

ex-

ic year,

At this point, I feel it necessary to commit myself to the following
statements.
J believe
that
certain
sections
in the
Board's constitution are entirely too vague for its proper operation. Specifically, I am referring to Article I, Section 3.
This section has caused and
will continue to cause serious
disagreement

in

with the modus
Board.
At a crucial

matters

dealing

operandi

of the

time in our op

erations,
when
a programing
agency is being established and

part of the artto hinder the

section which has caused a most
serious conflict in philosophies.
Unless this is done, the Board

While the discussion centered
around Vietnam, the draft, and

by Don Rubia
LJ Editor

already

will recognize the need to rectify and, in fact, amend this

Need Realistic Attitudes

go

of positions

piring at the end of this academ-

Board's
refinement with every
step. I urge that all concemed

New Student Body Officers

must

number

organized, this
icle
continues

From the Editor's Desk

Congratulations

that in lieu of current disagreements in basic philosophies and
personal reasons I am compelled
to resign from my position on the
College Union Board. | regret
the unfortunate position that the
Board is placed in due to the

may

some-

will find itself spending more
and more of its time arguing over
ambiguities in the charge and
spending less time in an effort
to implement it--whatever that
charge may turn out to be.

In addition, I would like to
state that I have found the Union
Director, Howard Goodwin, to be
a@ most competent member in his
capacity

on

the

Board.

I can

only hope that the Board will
offer its support to him, in deed
as well as in thought. The Board
must

learn

to

delegate

our

delegation

of au-

thority to him, let us stick by it.

regarded

as

intelligent, educated individuals

capable of rational evaluation of
data. They have been reduced,
in the minds of certain individuals, to the level of the ‘‘average’’ voter. | am referring, of
day progress to the point where
it can wield a significant amount

of power and influence, and can
a pfominent force in
shaping national policies as
well as local ones. It may take
a few years,

and we

here to see

it, but the end re-

not be

sults
will
be substantial and
wat thwhile,
So we hope the new student
leaders
will take the time to
make a realistic assessment of
student government's resources
and
capabilities,
and
take it

there.

And

remember,

it

will take a lot of responsible
hard work to make student govefnment
strong,
and
make
it
heard,

Goad luck!

time.’’ It

as a general

policy,

fa-

vor one candidate, or set of candidates, over another. To be
sure, the editor or any member of
the staff may express his or her
opinion, but it must be clearly
labelled as such - opinion, and
nothing more. The cartoon depicting a ‘‘typical Slate candidate’’

from
college
es. If they .
want to hit the ‘‘big
time’’ -- Jos, «
them wait until they‘ere ready, é

I would like to comilend<te

I.K.’s for the fine job they did
in handling Casino Night. To my
surprise

and

pleasure

was an insult not only

‘Disturbed’
By Pot Use

to

This letter was prompted by
two letters that appeared in the
April 11th edition of the Lumberjack concerning the use of
martijuana and my personal dis-

turbance at the recent headlines
on the local newspaper's citing
the

apprehension

alcohol

to

miss the

point.

by

running

on

one ticket. But, I do not feel
that opposition to any new idea
should consist of a mud-slinging
campaign. In the future, students
paigns

refuse

to

accept

such as the one

cam-

we have

witnessed in the past two weeks.
And, future candidates should
realize that they are running for
office in a college community.

Chuck Dvorak

Kids Are Sticky
Editor:
I'm going

to make

this

short

should

be more im-

portant and Sacred to the H.S.C.
student than any other event of
the year, is a Humboldt State
College affair for students and

faculty. It’s the biggest thing
going up here and hardly one of

us doesn't plan ahead for and
take part in it in some way. So
let us enjoy it. But 1 for one
have a hard time doing that when
every where I turn I run into some

starty-eyed little girl looking for
the big college man to come to
het rescue, of some big high
school
stud (who realizes the
college
woman
is out of his
class) looking for some action
from the little high school girl.

I hear

tell

so

much

ive
investigation
have
saved
countless girls from rape, pre-

vented

numerous

who knows

how

murders,
many

and

robberies.

Those fringe area people who
argue

the relationship of

marijuana

insidious,

seem

Marijuana

awesome

to

is an

spectre

hovering over the youth of today.

Its purpose is to break down the
moral

fiber of the young.

Mari-

juana
offers them an unreal
world, an escape from the problems they will have to face as
leaders of tomorrow.
The U.S.
Treasury Department, State and
local
police
agencies
nwust
stamp out this menace to America‘s future.
It is startling to me that so
many
of the recent captives
were college students.
Is the

curticulum offered at Humboldt
State such that it allows the

students. Well, I am damned tired
of having our dances and other
activities invaded by the local
teenie-boppers and high school
Harrys. And may I include here
the students from the College of
the Redwoods, who are basically
teenie-bopper at heart.
This has been going on all
year, but last Friday night at the
Riverboat Dance it was disgusting. Lumberjack Days, which
theoretically

of

dope in this area.
Hats off to the intrepid narcotics
agents
of Humboldt
County who through their intens-

political

should

in-

Bruce Winge

would

throats

they,

deed, did check student body
cards. It seems to me that this
is all that has to be done. I paid
a $10 fee formy card and upto
now I haven't had much of a
chance to prove it.

the Slate candidates, but to the
entire campus as well.
As a present member of S.L.
C., and familiar with its problems, I do not agree with the
Slate platform. And, | feel that
the Slate candidates cut their

It’s merely a matter of check-

lege. | hope that they are satisfied with the new status this
past election has given them.

from

Cannot,

Tree,’ kids shoyld.be excluded

community.

ing student body cards. My impression has always been that
college dances are for college

Editor:
This is an open letter to the
students of Humboldt State Col-

may

surrounding

would like to know who is going
to do something about it.

‘Just Average’

longer are they

the

It has to give ‘‘equal

and sweet. I’ve got a gripe and |

Jay N. Schwartz

No

to

its au-

thority. That is what we are paying our Director for. The brief:
“The
Duties of the College
Union Director’, is an endeavor
to clarify

course, to the campaign put up
against Slate by certain candidates for representative-at-large
and one campus club.
It was depressing to see that
these candidates felt that their
best chance for election lay in a
direct appeal to emotion and prejudice rather than reason. Signs
such as
‘‘Wipe out Slate’’,
‘*Don’t let Humboldt become a
little Berkeley’’, were all too
prominent.
Unfortunately,
the
platforms of most of the candidates were not as noticeable.
Colored, four inch letters stand
out a little better than quarterinch mimeotype.
And, if this wasn't bad enough, the school paper put the
icing on the cake. A school paper is in a position similar to
that of national television. It is
the main line of communication

there

is

a place

called
the
“Fruit
Tree’’, ot
something
like
that,
for the
younger set. Well, for the same
reason I'm excluded from ‘‘The

time,
or the dispensation, or
worse,
that criminal
state of
mind which would go aut to procure in secrecy, with the threat
of arrest imminent, this insidtous drug? Surely college students are aware that one puff of a
marijuana cigarette and you're
out looking for a ‘‘fix.’*

Difficult to believe that college students would allow themselves to fall into that dark
room where their ears tune to
the slightest sound.
Where the

match

is struck.

Where

cup the flow end of a

hands

dirty roll-

ed up brown piece of paper.
Where the lungs fill with smoke,
hold,....longer,....the

then the exhale,

ait

tight;

slowly, slow,...

The eyes are wide dilated.
Gone is what Mother said,

(Continued
on Page 7)
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OPEN LETTER
RASC

Presents...

Week of May 15 through May 20
Featuring 4merican Music all
week!

Monday May 15

The Organ in America
Special Note: Charles [ves doing variations on ‘‘America’’
Elliott Carter's String Quartet
#2 also Woodwind Quintet
Irving Fine’s Fantasea for
String Trio
Tuesday May 16
Piano Sonata #1
By Charles Ives
Piano Sonata
By Aaron Copland
From My Diary
by Roger Sessions
Piano Sonata
By Leon Kirchner
Special Note: Kirchner was just
awarded a Pulitzer Prize (1967)
for work in electronic music

Wednesday May 17
Studies in Improvisations
directed by Lukas Foss

Farwell, Op 39
Samuel Barber
Philharmonic
William Schuman
Leonard BernPhilharmonic

MALM & MURRAY

.

‘ precedent in fratemity life at Humboldt State, and we welcome sug-

gestions from the student body.
In closing, we believe that unity
and pride are essential in developing a strong chapter, as well as
improving the fraternity image here at HSC.
The Men of SIGMA

Guns & Ammo
Bait
Fishing Tackle
OPEN DAILY UNTIL 9 P.M.
ON THE PLAZA
ARCATA
822-1331

7th & ‘‘G’® St.

822-7903

AAL: Iberia
AAL - Alitalia
Continental
Aug. 2
“Available to Students, Faculty, Employees of
the CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE SYSTEM,
theie spouses and immediate family.”

CALL COLLECT - (408) 297-5527
Phi

Whitten

after 6:00 p.m

Land, Tours, Auto Purchase, Rentals,
Euraol passes, and ait arrangements
by: SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE,
228 So. First Street, San Jose, California, Phone (408) 297-6627.
Not State College Sponsored or controlled

Fill gad
out the
and mail it for application
form
in c oupon below
ra

Only $ 59.98

inc. Fed. Tx

KRAMER AUTO SUPPLY
215 4th. Eureka

Welfare a Solid Stump
and

by James H. Hollingsworth

LORENZO SHELL SERVICE

Coin - Op Car Wash

PI

Viewpoint

For Car Service

Blue Chip Stamps

BLUE CHIP STAMPS
Free Pickup and Delivery
1007 G ST.
VA 32-3873

We intend to avoid these things by obtaining a balance of ideals,
i.e., giving equal representation to the goals of each individual within the group.
We feel that at the present time it is necessary to limit memberShip so that we can obtain the type of men who are highly regarded
by the student body.
We are by no means attempting to create a
Clique; we merely realize that the image we project during foundation
will carry through in years
to
come,
And because it is the people who make a fraternity, we want the best men, to make the best
possible image.
Because we are new on campus, we are free to develop whatever
kind of organization we desire it to be. We have the chance to set a

Sporting
Goods & Bottle Goods

Specialize Tune Ups, Generator, Carb,
Starter, Brakes, Muffier & Pipes.

SMITTY'S

should be. It has been said that the brotherhood idea is a joke, and
and it can be, if carried to extremes or if preached and not practiced.

Thursday May 18
Music Congress
Hall of Song (Both from network)
Friday May 19
LaSalle String Quartet (Network)
Arias, Anthems and Chorales
of the American Moravians by
Various Artists

very low mile-

age. Call 829-2519, after 6 p.m.

In founding a new fraternity here on campus, Sigma Pi intends to
create an informal organization of men with common interests and a
belief in the dignity of the individual,
We believe that we should,
through our actions, develop an image on campus which will encourage fraternity growth at HSC.
On this campus there are many persons who believe that fraternities involve too much time or that their membership is not what it

Orchestra: Improvisation Chamber Ensemble
Andramache’s
Composed by
Orchestra: NY
Symphony #8
Composed by
Conducted by
stein
Orchesta: NY

FOR SALE--1965 VW sedan, ex-

(Editor's note--This semester, another social national fraternity
has colonized at HSC.
As it has scarcely started, the colony’s membership is small but
the members are mainly interested in qualitative growth at the present time.
The following letter, from the men of Sigma Pi, represents the
group's intentions at HSC.)

Three Barcarolles
By Ned Rorem

Pap3

cellent condition,

A Statement of Objectives

SEQUOIA CONCERT
Sequoia Concert Programming for
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Government
that

has

been

even

welfare is an area

so

his

sulject

those

to

a great

force
in

sure

one

out

many

strong

re-

marks in any election campaign.
PAny politician who wants to get
elected
knows
that unless he
promises
a better welfare proxram he stands very little chance
of being elected, but at the same
tine, he must do it in a way that
does not create an added burden
to the taxpayers, as he knows
they are voters too.
The reason that welfare has
elicited so much diversified opinion, this writer believes, is that
it is just one example of something that is easily justified on
an individual and voluntary basis, but one that is much more
difficult
to justify
under the
heading of ‘‘government action.’’
Very few people are so self. centered,
and
so selfish that
they will not help those who are
in need. In actual fact most people are very quick to help those
people who are down on their
luck, of who under present con-

ditions

are

unable

to

make

it.

Granted
that there are a few
places where poverty is concent-

tated,

and

as such

is a way of

life, but this is (in this country
at least) the exception. Even
then, we must be careful to distinguish between those who are
making every effort to improve

their condition, and those who
are perfectly content to remain
poor;

content,

that is

when

fac-

ed with the choice between working and remaining poor. Every

man has a fight to be poor, as
long as he does not become &

burden to someone else.
Every person, therefore, has
a mandate to help those who are
in need, Before him he has any
tool that he wants to use from
his own inéividual action, to the

‘ church,

organiza-

the mandate
every person

but that
the only

draw

social

tions. But
mean that

deal of political controversy over
the years, and it is one that 1s
to

other

to charity

organizations,

need.

ses

aoes not
must al-

neighbor
He

can

to

help

persuade,

is all. AS such, then,
tool that is not open is

that

does

that

very

thing,

forces his neighbor to help those
in need, Since government must
always be applied to everyone,
regardless of position or desire,
government represents that kind
of force.
Voluntary action and charity
are very important, but welfare,
since
it involves
government
action which means force, cannot
be justified, at least not on the
same grounds.
But welfare is here, and it is
probably here to stay. A step in
the
fight
direction,
however,
would be for government to encourage the use of more charitable organizations. One such example might be for government to
channel some welfare recipients
to local voluntary organizations,
while at the same time providing
tax cuts in the same areas to

provide some added incentive for
donation.

It is the highest virtue tohelp
those in need, but it will always be wrong to use force to do
anything except
lone.

to let others

ARCATA
SPEEDWASH
1080 F ST.
Near HSC Campus

open daily
8 am. - li pm.
FOR TARA

a-

MONKEY BUSINESS?
No, just good horse sease.

Everybody
loves a hayride.

Get ta itca a Lagy-4, Raach
hayride,
and have a dip-eacrtim good time.

LAZY L RANCH
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Art Festival Presents Varied Offerings
The eighth annual HSC

Festi-

Leon Wagner conductor.

val of the Arts will be held on

campus beginning tonight, May 12,
and ending Sunday May 21. The
schedule
1674

iene

@ &.
Tottchone
cancaate

PLAY;
lows’*

for the Festival is as

follows:

Calif.

Wednesday May 17
8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.
Studio Theatre; CHILDRENS

Sequoia

‘‘The Wind in the Wil-

)

Les?

PLAY: **The

Studio Theatre-CHILDRENS

lows’

PLAY--*‘The Wind in the Wil-

Wind

in The

Sequoia Theatre-

ART

Robert Sperry, potter.

August 2 & August 4, 1967

A Umited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,
students of the Califomia
Sta
Colleges.

ta

take students to Europe for the
ademic year--this is not

round-trip

flight

to

Europe

PET SUPPLIES
SEELY & TITLOW CO.
951 “HW” St.

ARCATA

CERT:

University Classes in Architectural & Art History: play and paint will be available
Rome, Pompeii, Alexandria, § = for those who want to make someLY I Cairo, Luzer, Baaibek,
thing on the spot.
istanbul, Athens,
Anyone who has prints, paint-

Crete. Sici
and ly
others.

shipboard lectures
then visit the great
historical sites for maximum appreciation

190 students will study under professors trom
American Universities on a newly commissioned,
fully air-conditioned study-cruise ship
Write for complete details and an application

today Space limited. Sponsored by Foreign
Language League Schools, a non-profit, tax

wa Organization. Prices vary from $1349 to
$1489, depending on stateroom. Clip coupon

ings, drawings, poems, sculpture,

books, records, beads, stamps,
jewels, games, toys, pottery ot
any other curiosity to donate, may
bring the items to the campus ministry office in the CAC. They will
be given away at the fair.
Students with work to display,

4

Zeitlin Trio

“‘In a Gar-

den,’* ‘‘Hin and Zureueck,"*

and ‘‘The Impressario’*
Studio Theatre- CHILDRENS

Sunday May 21
3:00 p.m.
Sequoia Theate- DANCE VIGNETTES: Teresita Osta and
Luis Arnold

....More Happenings
The Denny Zietlin Trio, a wellknown jazz group, will play a con-

cert in Sequoia Theatre on Friday,
May 19 at 8:30 p.m.
The Trio, consisting of piano,

bass, and drums, will appear asa
part

of the

Eighth

Annual

Festival

The Humboldt State Chapter of
the California Home Economics

Association is sponsoring a rummage sale,
The sale will be held at 923

‘“H" Street, Arcata from 9 a.m.
to5

Tickets for the
perfor
be purchased in the ap Bookstor
Rotor
e. iad
Pric

pan.

Qn

Proceeds

of the Arts at HSC.

Saturday,

May

13,

from this sale wil] go

toward the Northern Califomia-

Nevada College Chapters Section
es are $1.50 for Students, $2.09 Of
the California Home Economics
general.
Association convention which wil
be held on the Humboldt State
Campus in April, 1968.

JACK-CYN | |
ACRES
Flowers
for All Occasions

and
KNITTERS’ .NOOK
re

Semen ae

We take care of all
your floral needs.

Sa

MAC FARLAND’S

Phone 822-1791
x

&.

Julie's Arcata
FLORIST
CANDIES

}$

1504 G Arcata

DIVING

822-1115

OURSE}

CERTIFIED NAUI INSTRUCTOR

prose and poeand drama stuby Ronald
Hoffman.

There will be an Art Fair on
Friday, May 19, at noon in Sequoia
Court. Student work will be on dis-

From March 20th to May 19. 1968, learn from

The Denny

OPERA WORKSHOP:

“The Cycles of Life'’, a presentation put on through the Readets Theatre Program in conjunctton with the Festival of Arts, will
appear in Sequoia Theater on May
17 beginning at 8:30 pan.
tes of readings in
try done by speech
dents and directed
Young and Richard

8:30 p.m.
Founders Hall AuditoriumOPERA WORKSHOP: “‘In A
Garden,'’ Hin und Zureueck,"*
and ‘‘The Impressario"’

Founders Hall Auditorium-

Twesday May 16

**The Cycles of Life’’ is a ser-

Spring Term Study
Cruise on the

Wagner, director,

Sequoia Theatre- JAZZ CON-

@s

10th & "I"

PLAY; ‘‘The Wind in the Willows'*

Friday May 19

ment, describes Mr. Sperry's
work as a fine example of the
Asian influence on American potters of our time. Mr. Sperry also
produces a unique gold overlay
in some of his works.
The program will include a
show of some of Mr. Sperry’s
works and a short movie titled
‘*Village Potters of Onda*’
which he and his wife made
while traveling in Asia. Mr.
Sperry will compare his work to
this film and show the influences
an his work,
Mr. Sperry has traveled extenSively in ASia and has made
films pertaining to his work. He
has also received several awards and has his work in several publications.
There will be a display of
his work in the Art Department
Gallery through May. Admission
is free,

1600 Holloway Avenue,
Francisco,
California 94132

Studio Theatre-CHILDRENS

by Hindemith;

8:30 p.m.

Mr. Reese Bullen, Art Depart-

Colleges

Flights are designed

The Humboldt State Symphony

Mr. Robert Sperry, potter, will
present an art lecture in Sequoia
Theater tonight at 8 p.m.

Fare: $225 one way

8:30 p.m.

CONCERT:

boldt State College and Col8:30 p.m.
lege of the Redwoods. David
Sequoia Theatre- CONCERT:
M. Smith and Albert Leach, conThe Choir, Leland Barlow, conductors; the Chamber Singers,
ductor.

San Francisco to Paris or
Brussels
Aug. 31 & Sept. 3, 1967

Note:

Leon

Sequoia Theatre-

20

Sequoia Theatre-POTRY
E
READING: Eric Barker

‘*The Impressario"* by Mozart,

Sequoia Theater - CONCERT:
The Combined Bands of Hum-

State

und Zurueck*’

and Chorale, Charles Fulkerson
and Leland Barlow, conductors.

Saturday May 13
8:30 p.m.

he

OPERA WORKSHOP: ‘“‘In a
Garden’’ by Kupferman; ‘‘Hin

‘“Monday May 15
8:30 p.m.

LECTURE

on:

Founders Hall Auditorium--

Wil-

lows'* by Joseph Baldwin.

George Goodrich, director,
4:30 p.m.

coer

Thursday May 18
8:30 p.m.

Studio Theater- CHILDREN'S

86 8: 30) P.M.

Theatre-

ed by the Speech Department,
Ron Young, director

2:30 p.m.

Friday May 12

PLAY: ‘The Wind in the Willows'*

“*The Cycles of Life’ present-

Sunday May 14

Stote

Humboldt Sete College

|

$39
§
&

Heated indoor Pool

INCLUDES

EQUIPMENT

AND

~*

AIR

Call: 442-5305
THE PROFESSOR SAYS

or who would like to play music,
of put on a play, may leave word
at the campus ministry office in

Nelson Hall.

below and mail today

P.0. Box 1920

Salt Lake City Utah 84110

Crocery Departments

NAME

pa
amy

HOME ADDRESS

Market

Complete Liquor &

stat

aw

Open

9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

L CERVEZA DEL TOMADOR|
(LUCKY LAGER)

—*

To: Foreign Language League Schools

Fri., May 12, 1967
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Symposium on God Opera Workshop Presents
Will Help Students Variety of One Acts

A program of Charlie Chaplin
Sponsored by the Student Actmovies is scheduled for showing in jyjdes Commission, the program

On May 16, there will be an exploratory symposium from 4 to 5:30

hee

the CAC

p.m. in Founders Hall Auditorium

Humboldt State College Opera

for the purpuse of helping students

Workshop presents it’s spring pro-

by contemporary American com-

answer personal questions on God. duction of chamber operas in
Speaking from the theological
Founders Hall Auditorium on Thurs
viewpoint on God will be the Camp day, Friday and Saturday, May 18,
us Minister, Rev. Cedric Hepler,
19, 20,with the curtain going up at
and the minister at the First Presby.8:30 each night.
terian Church in Arcata, Rev. AnA part of the annual college

drew

Montgomery.

From

the philo-

Festival of the Arts, the program

sophical viewpoint will be Prof.
of one act works will include a
Momo —
eres and variety of musica}, vocal and drarof.

Angus

erson of

the soc-

iology department.

Chaplin Films Tonight

matic styles, opening with the
whimsical fantasy ‘‘In a Garden*’

c

poser Meyer Kupferman and based

_ three children who imagine

(By the author of ‘‘Rally Round the Flag, Boys!"’,

“Dobie Gillis,”’ ele.)

them-

HOW

own conclusions as to the psychological implications of the

IN

JEWELER
848 G Arcata

On the plaza

Keepsake

to live out their lives on the ground floor, and many grew
cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected
Consul of Athens six times but never served because he
was unable to get up to the office of the Commissioner of
Oaths on the third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon’s
staircase, Demosthenes got to the third floor easy as pie
—to Athens’ sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes,
his

Composed

‘tay 11, from 10-12 and 2-4 and

name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jeweler’s store. Find him in the
yellow pages under “Jewelers.”

The H.S.C.

will

present

Music

the

Department

Concert

Band

and the College Chamber Singers
in joint concert as part of the
Festival of the Arts in Sequoia
Theatre on Saturday, May 13, at
8:30.
The Chamber Singers, under
the direction of Dr. Leon Wagner,
will present a varied group of
selections ranging from the sixteenth to the twentieth centunes.
Included will be English, French
and Italian pieces from the Madtigal
period and Contemporary

sea edging ond aur pawl cle older, ren
ba
l

t

2Se.

See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for
instance, came after Columbus’s discovery of America?
The Boston Tea Party, of course. Try this:
Samuel Adams
flang the tea
Into the briny Zuyder Zee.

(NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor

The

gtoup

of seventeen

concert

is

open

to the

EUREKA
EXCLUSIVE
HEADQUARTERS

for Personna? May I say further that

greater ar

America?

working

Address
City.

Zip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

it’s been an even

for you, the undergrads

of

You've been a most satisfactory audience, and

I’m going to miss you this summer. In fact, I'd ask you
all to come visit me except there is no access to my room.
The makers of Personna, after I missed several deadlines,

walled me in. I have no doors or windows—only a mail slot.
I slip the columns out; they ~"g in Personnas and such

food as can go through a mail slot. (For the past six
months I've been living
on after dinner mints.

I am only having
ittle joke. The makers of Personna
have not walled me in, for they are good and true and
gleaming and constant —as good and true and Fae
and constant as the blades they
make—and I wish
to state
publicly that I will always hold them in the highest esteem,
no matter how my suit for back wages comes out.
And so, to close the year, I give you one last mnemonic:

FOR

Study hard and pass with honors,

And always shave with good Personnors!
e@

Nome.

State

Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred ninety two.

until 1801 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland for
Alaska and two line backers. )
But I digress. Let’s get back to mnemonics. Like this:
In nineteen hundred sizty seven
Personna Blades make shaving heaven.
I mention Personna because the makers of Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades are the sponsors of this
column. If I may get a little misty in this, the final column
of the school year, may I say it’s been a pep tbe working

The

il clr fold

help you remember names, dates, and places. For example:

composers William Bergsma and
William Schuman. Also featured
will be a first performance of a
new
work by director Wagner.
Entitled
‘‘Solitude’’, the short
lytical composition is expressed
in flowing chromatic harmonies.
The
Chamber
Singers
will
also sing Tchaikowsky’s familjar
and
fomantic
‘‘Nutcracker
Suite’’
in a setting by Harry
Simeone
for chotus and piano

public.

ENGAGEMENT

But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which
are nothing more than aids to memory
— little jingles to

choral compositions by American

picked singers will present this
work without a conductor with
Director
Wagner and Professor
Charles Moon at the piano.

1

|

Festival of Arts
Presents Concert

duet.

Re

Angeles Rams. This later became known as the Missouri
Compromise. )

will also be available in Founders
Hall on performance nights. Adults
are $1.00, students and children
se. ASB card-holders are free
but they must have tickets.

to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) . . . a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The

t-noge

und

floor, soon embroiled his countrymen in a series of senseless wars with the Medes, the Persians, and the Los

Tickets for all three performances may be reser ved in Sequoia
Theatre Box starting Thursday,

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling

ond te

temper shortened by years of confinement to the

ers in the cast.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR

EXAMS

case. Before the staircase people were forced willy-nilly

the opera world of our own day.
Moreover, in the context of satire
and comedy Mozart has given us
some of his most beautiful and
brilliant writing for the three sing-

Of The
Engageables

ord Wedgna®

FINAL

You will pass your finals! How? By studying. How? By

world-weary opera producer, the
work has timely implications for

Choice

YOUR

A’S

learning mnemonics.
Mnemonics, the science of memory aids, was, as we all
know, invented by the great Greek philosopher Mnemon
in 526 B.C. (This, incidentally, was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He also invented the house
cat, the opposing thumb, and, most important, the stair-

in 1686 as a satirical jest on the
problems of the frustrated and

First

GET

intend to be funny. (I have achieved this objective many
times throughout the year, but this time it’s on purpose. )
The hour is wrong for levity. Final exams are looming.
Have you got a chance? J say yes! I say America did
not become the world’s foremost producer of stove bolts
and cotter pins by running away from a fight!

emith's ‘*There and Back."’ Action packed and tightly compressed
_ into fifteen minutes or less, the
brief farce will be presented in the
ancient theatrical style of ‘‘Comedia Del Arte’* with broad stock
characterizations and stylized
movement, complete with murder,
suicide and magical resurrections.
The second half of the theatreopera program will feature a revival of the Opera Workshop's
1960 production of Mozart's inimit-

able ‘‘The Impresario.’*

ALL

TO

In today’s column, the last of the school year, I don’t

in ‘‘A Night

At The Opera’’ will be Paul Hindoh

with musical soundtrack.

On Campus Ne Sen

selves a Queen and two Kings,
leaving the audience to draw their

The second work

contains three short Chaplin films,

e

on a short playlet by the late
Gertrude Stein, A lyrical work expressed in agreeable twentieth cen
tury musical sounds, kupfen:.an
and Stein present a kind of dreaminterlude through the minds of

drama.

7

tonight at 7:00, the third

in a series of old-time

@

@

© 1067, Mas Shulman

Personna and
*e partner in luxury shaving,
Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, have enjoyed rate
oes another year of Maz’s uncensored and
column. We
you for supporting

Page
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College Skills Program is
Slated for Summer Session
The first annual college ve
‘ogram will start June 26, an
ll end July 21, reports Dr.

fames D. Milne, Summer Sessions
Soordinator and Extension.

Dr. Milne said the program

ould be opened to high school
uniors, seniors, and recent high

hool graduates.

‘‘The rowan.

offers five sections aimed at immoving the high school student's

pollege potential,’ he said.

The

pollege ‘‘aware of the many prob-

ems facing the prospective col-

Harpist to Give
angel Concert

lege student has designed a prcgam of study to aid in the develtant

the college level,’’

of the ‘Concerto in B Flat’* by

cessary to successfully work at

RAN

CE

G.F. Handel.

15.

reader interest.”

|, Cte

He said this

ao4 the amici della Musica Cham-

67 orchestra. She has appeared as

— pest soloist of the Peninsula
Symphony, the San Jose State

ficulties in preparing weekly com-

Chamber

1108

PHONE

H

8ST.

Goods

Used
:

VA

Furniture

2-3004

ARCATA

is

the Palo Alto

6&8.

Thinking
proto give theis @stud-

the Northern

Festival,

Contemporary

Arts

and the Netherlands In-

:

ent the principles of correct think-

erties

ing. It will stress the ability to
distinguish fact from fiction. The

cheduled for the program
geo.
cacewie *

fee

from

for

this

course

is $12.50.

writing and speech.

A review

of

replaced onoes

been includ-

feo is $12.50.

ollege Reading Skills, is a

Hamp ek,

Tschaikowsky's

ppay

L

among om

Fifth

Sym-

and Debussy's “Afternoon af

aticdions by the Hum-

boldt State

Symphony.

Paidier

a

ie adsiied,

Humboldt
Chorale will sing “Te
ac
Deum"*

by Haydn

the

and then com

bine forces with the Symphony to
conclude the program with Brahms’
“Son
0
g of Destiny’. There will be

important
program,"* Milne said,
research has shown that college

14 admission charge for the con-

students find college level reading

was

NANCY GUSTAVSON, harpist with the Santa Clara
Philharmonic, will perform
May 15 at Humboldt.

skills vitally necessary for aca-

demic success.""

This is a 10

program,

Phi

Mu

Sorority

with a fee of $35,

College Study Skills is a course
especially designed to acquaint
the college freshman with the many
aspects of college life. This is a
10 meeting
course,

$05,

and

the

fee

Colonizing

N

is

ational

!

Here

.

representatives

o

f

Phi Mu, a National Panhellenic

Dr. Milne added that any student wishing to enroll in any of
these courses should register in
person. The person should simply
come to the Office of Extended
Servicee, Room 217, in the Administration Building.

He said that the office would
be open for College

2905 St. Louis R4. Arcata
PHONE
622 - 6743

Orchestra,

| Os % The fee for this course Califomia Harpists’ Association,

meeting

&

tate

Pell ahacnie Orchestra

who wishes to become a more effective reader. ‘‘This is a very
Gee

Sporting

coloae

““What to write about, how tode-

—_velop an idea, and how to attract’

course designed for the student

New

:

principal harpist of the San.

~

—

Chor-

10 meeting program which stresses i. ow

All Forms Of Insurance | designed to put confidence in both oe

for a

The Symphony

Study,
.
Gus
The College Writing course is a Po
rig Gat

Vocabulary-Spelling is a course

1020 G Arcata - 822-4657

HSC

Vocubulary-Spel

Thinking,

College Reading, and College

Art of
gamThedesigned
SU

oe

Music Department in a performance

Milne outlined the courses as:

who are faced with new-found dif-

IN

ae

College Writing Skills, The Art of aie concert begins atSa
8:30 ap.m
in Sequoia Theater
ling,

cowse is designed for students

JOHN STANBERRY

fe

opment of these skills most ne-

Skills Regi-

Conference Sorority, will be on
campus for several days next week
to interview prospective members
to fom a Phi Mu Colony.
The national sorority has accepted the peution of Beta Chi
Omega, a local sorority on the Hum

baidt campus, as the nucleus of
the colony

Which

will later be-

stration, from Monday through Fri-

come Eta Kappa chapter of Phi

day, from 5:45 p.m. until 8:00 pie,

Mu.

New

24

| COLLEGE

Hour

North Arcata

try, Phi Mu was founded on March
4, 1842 at Wesleyan College in
Macon, Georgia. Phi Mu now has
97 chapters

Study

CLEANERS

The second oldest college orManization for women in the coun-

Rooms

on college

versity campuses

and

uni-

from coast to

NEAR
HSC CAMPUS

coast.

With the approach of final ex-

=
“—-

Free Coffee

- la Town

aminations,

several

rooms

have

Both

Phi Mu alumnae and col-

legiates support as their national

studying,
reported Don Karshner, 16 nowpltalahip which wavels
Dean of Students.

The rooms and study times a-

da

Weds doce ct

ee —

the stairs in Founders Hall, west

side, now has tables and chairs

4

Pia. baeieg

Saturday, and from 6 a.m. Satur.
day and Sunday to 1:30 a.m.
R

110

in the Engineering

Building is available from 7 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m. Monday through Fri.

day, and from 6 a.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
These rooms are now avail-

able

to any
a)

student

for study

og tg es
pol aint and
clean as possible.

Friday

ising entical serviees to tb peotreatment to local medical and para

Dance

sndica) pétecanel.

girl

asereae

academic

Phi Mu at— e

achievement

college level is demonstrated by te

‘ousands of dollars offered each
year in scholarships and loans to
members,

and the awarding of gold

%Cholarship charms to undergradvate members who achieve per-

fect academic records for a quarter
or semester of college work.
Phi Mu would like w invite any

Sif! interested in joining the new

and

|

Saturday

Opposite Six

ple and training in ciagnosis and

on

imam

VE MuSC

social service project, the S.S.

with

to

your

the

favorite

ROCKING

thythm of the band while in
pleasant
surroundings,
smoke-cleared rooms, of

enjoy

of your
around
place.
Enjoy
course
nesian
orite

the

companionship

friends and relax
our pleasant fire-

a snack or a full
dinner in the PolyRoom.
Your fav-

beverages

and

food

served by experts.

chapter to make an appointment for

an interview next week. The date
and times of these intetviews will
be posted.

REDWOOD LANES

i

CRAFT SUPPLIES
HOBBIES
EURPKA MANOR
AK
42.81%.
665-Oth Street
Arcata

S Hobbies

442-6104
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Netmen Post 3-4 FWC Mark

More Letters
(Continued from Page 2)
Gone

After posting a 3-4 mark in Far
Western Conference competition
the Lumberjack

and Mick Miller in the doubles.

After defeating Jack Bracken and
Len Floyd of SF State 10-8, 6-5,

tennis squad travel

ed to Hayward last weekend for a
somewhat disappointing showing
in the FWC toumament.

apa

None of HSC

Coach

the Miller brothers were defeated
in a grueling five hour semi-fina)

match by Steve Taft and Dennis

Larry Kerk-

Argyes of Hayward 10-8, 7-9, 3-6.
In the number two doubles John
Corbett and Greg Haugen were out-

er’s netters made it beyond the
semi-finals in the conference

tour-

pointed 6-1, 5-7, 3-6by Bret Stone

nament.
Letterman Jerry Allen, after
drawing a first round bye, was de-

and Mike Dunning.

Covenant Players

feated in the semi-finals of the

In the number two singles Mike
Schmidt defeated Ron Rienig
of San Francisco State 10-8, 6-1,

The Covenant Players is a

of physics at Stanford University,
will visit HSC early next week un-

“*existence’’ is covered by all
forms of drama from the simple
two minute act to a well-drawn

der the co-sponsorship of the Physics Club and Sigma Xi Society.
Prior to his appointment at

play. All their material is writ-

Stanford, Professor Hanna was a

ten by themselves and has drawn

senior physicist at the Argonne
National Laboratory.
He will speak at 8:00 p.m.
Monday in the Wildlife building
Auditorium. His topic, ‘‘Research
with the Mossbauer Effect,’ will

a great deal of favorable criticism.
On May 15, the Campus Ministry in conjunction with the
ASB will sponsor
the Covenant
Players that work out of the Los
Angeles area. The troupe will
perform in the CAC starting at
10 a.m.

be of special interest to biologists
and chemists. Dr. Hanna will alSO appear at the Physics Club

pipe,

anything

deals with the problems of affluence and
poverty. The second

Student (if any)’’.

play, entitled"Don't Just Stand
There#is the story of a suicide
and asks if there is meaning or

purpose in life. Mixed in with
these plays are numerous ‘‘snickers’’, These are short one-line
quips that are tossed in as ‘‘social humor.’* The performance is
free and everyone is invited.

through 822-4493.

iron,

a

lead

that is heavy,

anything that will destroy what
is between them and their lust.
They leave that dark room and
every intelligent person

knows

what is going to happen.

Right,

nature

a

ee
Just In Time For
Graduation

the

bulk

of medical

evi-

as they do the insidious
of this drug,

deterioration

that

the

mental

follows

its

use; that of all people, college
students, living as they do in
an atmosphere of free, challeng-

living creatures of the earth.
the second

sentence,

In

‘‘his’’

re-

fers to God himself and that anyone who sheds the blood of man
sheds the blood of God.
Note
that at no point does it request
man,

as

The

per

to kill his fellow

Mr.

Tranberg’s

passage

strikes

a

man

‘‘Whoever

so

that

he

Good Golf+
Edita:
Last week we hosted the golf
team from Humboldt State with
their coach Franny Givins. We
would like to take this opportunity
to compliment the group on their
excellent behavior.
Because of several unfortunate
incidents, we have discontinued
taking any colleg groups with the

exception of Humboldt State and
Sonoma College.
We felt that you would like to
know that your boys are always
welcome here. We have had them

shall be put to death’ is closely followed by ‘‘Whoever curses
his father or his mother shall be

together

a

son the misuse of biblical passages
to justify a particular
opinion would disgust ne.
Mr.
Tranberg in the April 25 article

Beautifully tailored suits fram
Sears in 1-2,3 button styles.
Natural shoulder models created
in long lasting Orlon, Dacron,
and wool fatrics. Slim cut trous-

ets to match in Ivy styles.
36 to 42 in new summer

and

without

Sizes

shades,

Eric Barker, a nationally regarded poet, will present readings
from his work Saturday, May 20,
at 8:30 p.m. in Sequoia Theater,
Spectrum ‘67 announced

of poems,

poems in the best periodicals and
journals.

Dr. R.C.
Mr. Barker
on campus
lecturer on

Day has announced
will spend three weeks
this summer as a guest
poetry in the Creative

to the reading is

wagon, in good running conditic

pm.
1G

under different circumstances

GSP

a

>

<a

a

Come in and browse
Timid
sales people

is

not reasonable,

The death penalty for a migratory society becomes

a quick and

efficient ins tument

of retaining

a stable structure.

Prisons

obviously impossible

were

for a mul-

the

punishment

and

where

If one insists on the use of
ti blical passages as defense, |

prefer
‘*Thou

on the plasa

ARCATA

EAST

the absolute values of
shalt not kill’* and the

subjective value of ‘‘Thou shalt
not follow a multitude to do evil**

23:2)

and

“‘Keep

thee

far

from a false matter; and the innocent and righteous slay thou
not; for I will not justify the
wicked.’*
No man and no soci-

tety has the right to take anoth-

WEST
EUROPE
TOUR: 75 Days
$4
@

e

hi. Gan se

your

Austria © Holtend © Beamerk

particular

point of view,

Swedea oa,

ac.

Greece ©

ae

maga ae smanie_
As

in

tee.
ton

thereof and follow it up with
ignoting the full meaning of ad-

Pan rieeeeeaa et
pants

the latest being

a selection of his work (LOOKING
FOR WATER) published by Octo
ber House, Mr. Barker has also b

The rules are that you merely

green

today.

reading is in conjunction with the
Festival of the Arts.
Eric Barker, Winner of the Lamont Poetsy Prize, is no stranger
to the Humboldt Student Body. He
read on campus last year to a
large--and delighted audience.
The author of numerous vol-

an
immediate
solution of the
problem.
To apply them per se
to a society 2,000 years later

select the proper passage or part

U.S. FOREST SERVICE,

an

example

the

Sevlet

following

oer

@ West

sopoten

tao

$I 498 From

shitts, ties and jackets of finest

Prices from $5.99

7

West Coast

a

-

Poems on May 20

The method is quite simple
and anyone can play the game.

ice...

uality.

Barker to Read

JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

ma

Stock...Forest

how

$80 cash. Call 822-3854 after 4

conflict.

phasis
wo justify a purely subjective
opinion
about capital
punishrent.

Sears

In

no matter

chance.
Richard Burger

These rules reflect that need and

(Ex

Campus Trend Suits

that

FOR SALE--1956 Hillmag static

multitude needed direction and
sociological structure to keep it

mine

| a religious per-

person,

slight

Admission
free.

of what they involved.
Exodus
tells the chaos of a multitude
fleeing a tyranical ruler and
seeking a new land and a new
society.
To select a passage
is to subvert its intent.
The

Ruby and Alex Capau death can be avoided an alternative should certainly be used.
Managers

Even were

wrong

sensitive pre-schoolers.
Also, Writing Institute. Jack Gilber, wh
how do we identify and punish recently read on campus, will als
for the passage ‘‘You shall not be a guest lecturer.
Currently lecturing at Stanpermit a sorceress
to live’
islaus College, Mr. Barker has
(Ex 22:18)?
Perhaps it would be better to lived for sime time in Big Sur,
look at all of the chapters of the background for many of his
Exodus (and the Bible) in light poems

as our guests for the past 34 years titude on the move, but are very
and they have always been very
possible now.
Ultimately, the
considerate.
laws of humanity should deterSincerely

er’s life, The sin may be further
compounded
ty executing the

umes

dies

our gas chambers are going to
be working overtime on hyper-

‘Were I Religious’
a

later date for the life he gave the

And so | say hats off to the
narcotics people.
Hats off to
those men who guard our safety
against the denizens that walk
our streets, their heads swollen
with the destroyer of all that is
human and decent.
It is one
thing to break the law, it is
quite another to rape, murder,
and rob.
Nygar Fuchs

Woodland, Calif

a

9:4-6).
Obviously the I is God and
God is saying that he requires
and expects remuneration at a

put to death’® (Exodus 21:17).
Now if Mr. Tranberg also advo
cates following this directive,

Cinderella Motel

SE

(Genesis

ing thought shauld be caught in
the web of marijuana’s callous
grasp.

One of the plays, Bracklish?

and will

speak on ‘‘The Problems of a

living quarters
for next fall?
Teacher,
wife and two small
children attending HSC insitute
will rent 2 bedroom furnished
house June
165 to August 15.
Pay to $120 per month. Contact

tire

image’’

assumptian.

subject of a group of travelling

to your

a

own

cally

social context, is the overall

professor

on

grip

his

or require man

nation-wide organization that
has eight troupes of actors coverg all states. The topic of

to hang

they leave that dark room. Their
hands

in

The question of existence,
its meaning for people in the

Dr. Stanley S. Hanna,

Trying

breasts creamy, budded, calling.
With their eyes big as moons

with

actors--The Covenant Players.

Graduate

left. Lust is upan them. Through
their swollen heads dance the
naked nubile girls, legs spread,

dence, with all the sociological
investigations
proving empiri-

Hanna to Speak

Tuesday

the

In CAC Monday

Sacramento State 6-8, 2-6.
Also unsuccessful were Steve

meeting at Noon

Gone

Gone the right
Only need is

cording to my position and in
complete accord with the rules
of play.
Repeated from Mr.
Tranberg’s article:
‘‘For your
lifeblood | will surely require a
teckoning; of every beast | will
require it and of man; of every
man’s brother | will require the
life of man. Whoever shed the
blood of man, by man shall his
bload be shed; for God made man

Mr. Pappas?
It is reprehensible to me that

and then lost to Kick Hinckley of

a
cu

For Free Folders

CHARGE IT

se

on Sears Revolving Charge

<a>
ip

sessional

number one singles by Tom Pucci
6-2, 6-0.

responsibility.

law of the land.
or wrong of it.
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CALL COLLECT

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

aHOe AT SEARS
AND SAVE
ee

<

STORE ADDRESS,

Sears

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND
eeeeooew

PHONE, PARKING,
STORE HOURS

CO.
eoooooae

aaaaaceadin
1121 Myrtle Ave.

.

Eureka

297-8000

San Jose Travel Service

§ 223 §. First $¢., Sen Jose
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Don Read, head of the Intramuta) Program, announced Wednesday that the Little 500 will
not be held, owing to lack of
| participation and poor weather
| Conditions.

Y

4-4 Mark w/ Sac

TOBY& JACK'S

fe’

Sparked by sophomore sensation
Gary Tuttle, the Lumberjack track
team placed fifth at the Far West-

by Mike Blackwell
LJ Sports Writer

IN ARCATA
ON THE PLAZA

RA

Humboldt State’s baseballers
Started out weak and came on

strong only to fall short 5-4, in
&@ non-conference game with University of California at Berkeley
last Friday aftemoon.
Lumberjack righthander Vern
Harris started out shaky by allowing one run in the first and
second innings, two in the third
and another in the fourth. But he
closed the door on the Bears from
then on.

Hutchin’s
Market

finally got their attack underway.
Catcher Dick Hanley and pitcher

Open 8 am. to 9:39 p.m.

les and outfielder Jon Burgess

The Jacks were held scoreless
until the seventh inning when
Harris smacked

they

back to back sing-

sent thrm scampering home with

In

Northtown

a booming triple.
Humboldt’s

G St.—
VA 2-1965

other two runs came

in the eighth on four straight singles by Marshall Falgout, Hanley,

Harris, and Joe Wong. Wong's hit
pushed across the two tallies.
Saturday, the Jacks nudged the
Cal State at Hayward nine 54, be. hind southpaw Tom Thomsen's
four-hitter, in the first game of a
Far Western Conference doubleheader, but they lost the nightcap

5-3.
Both teams exploded for four

Sait

Tuns in their first at bats. Paul
Jackson started the Jack's scoring

machine with a single and was

followed by another first base hit
by Jon Burgess. Outfielder Keith

Ayala walked and then Tim Allen
made it safely on a fielder’s choice

Wong promptly chipped in a two run
a

le to finish off the Jack's

inning

first

splurge.

The deciding run came in the
-sixth on Jackson's walk, an eftor,

Ayala’s walk and an error on Al:
len’s ground ball. All of Hayward’s
funs came in the first on a walk,
single, walk and a three run triple

by Pops
The

was driven across by

another single.
In the nine- inning second game

ao

Photographic Supplies

Humboldt again jumped off to lead

- ut came out on the losing end as
Hayward pushed through two runs
in the fourth and three more in the

fifth for a 5-3 victory.
The Jack's first run came in the
first when Burgess doubled and

Ayala singled him home. In the
third the Lumberjack’s tallied on
Launderette
835 Eighteenth Se.

Commercial 8-46

a walk by Jackson and a run producing double by Burgess.
Tomorrow the Humboldt squad
hosts Sacramento State in a twin
bill starting a noon. The Jack’s
now. sport a 4-4 record and because

of a timely loss by San Francisco-

We Do It Fer Yeu
Coin Operated 24 hours

and a couple of the other contend-

ers,Humboldt is in excellent pos

ition to capture all the marbles, A

ronin

sweep

.

sini

e

8

' fea

‘Wow! Women’ All
Women Track Meet

Cal; Try Bettering Scott Place at FWC Finale

@ “NSD “

io

Tuttle, Dewitt, Phillips, and

Jacks Split With:

this weekend

could prove

to be invaluable.

Coach Ced Kinzer expects to

start Tom Thomsen the first and

fiveer

Vern Harris in the later game. On
Tuesday, Humboldt State is to

play the Cal game. Thomsen and

Coin-Op

ern Conference Track and Field
Championships last weekend in
San Francisco,
The meet went about as expected, with the powerful University
of Nevada

capturing

10 of 18 evens

and winning with 173 points. They
were followed by Sacramento State
with 139, Hayward State with 88,
Davis’ 76 and Humboldt's 31.
Rounding out the scoring were
San Francisco State with 20,
while Chico State and Sonoma
State scored 10 and 8 points, respectively.
Hindered by the fact they had to
tun all the distance races on th
same day, Tuttle was the only

Green and Gold performer to capture a first.
Compensating for last year’s
disappointing showing, Tuttle won
the 3000 meter steeplechase in an
FWC record breaking time of 9:144
Junior Mike Phillips, equalling

An all-women’s track and

the three nile run behind Mike Lundell of Hayward and Bruce Johnson
of Davis.
,
The Hilltoppers also gained a
fifth in the mile relay, and their
440-yard relay team captured the
sixth spot.
Besides Tuttle, Nevada's big
George Puce established two new
FWC records by tossing the discus
198-3% feet and heaving the shot
put 60-6 feet.
Coach Jim Hunt is taking a six-

man Humboldt State track and field
contingent to the two-day West
Coast Relays at Fresno this week-

end.
Friday evening's program has
the Lumberjacks’ distance medley
college division.

Bob Trout will open in the 440yard leg of the event, followed by

Ken Lybeck in the 880-yard round,
John Scott goes in the 1,320-yard
leg and Mike Phillips finishes up
in the mile grind.
Saturday's card will see sophomore distance star Gary Tuttle com

ed third in the mile run behind
Larry Fox and Al Withers, both of
Sacramento State. Fox won the event in 4:13.8, also a new FWC record,
Only two other spikers scored
points for HSC Coach Jim Hunt.
Senior John DeWitt placed third in
the javelin behind Lynn Quilici
and Bob Rautio, both of Nevada.
John Scott, running without Tuttle, finished a respectable third in

peting in the 3,000 meter steeple-

“chase in the intercollegiate open

division while John DeWitt vies in
the javelin

throw.

JILL'S
DRIVE IN
18th & G STREETS
ARCATA

Cloney Medalist On

Watch

for our specials on

HAMBURGERS
FRIES &
SHAKES

Place Sixth Overall
Humboldt State's golfers finished sixth in the Far Western Conference finals held in Woodland
last week.
The Lumberjack’s combined
scores totaled 804 for the two day
Contest. Freshman Mike Cloney of
the Jacks, won inedalist honors by
firing a 149. Teammate Larry
Babica placed fourth among the
conference leaders with a socre of
152.
Other Humboldt individual score
are Rodger Sesna, 169; Gary Crooks
169, Randy Bresee, 171; Craig
Frye, 174.
Sacramento State and Chico
State tied for first place by shooting 771°s and the Cal Aggies fin
ished third with 779. If Humboldt
could have shaved their point total by five strokes they would have

Schools participating in
the meet include; San Jose
State, Chico State College,
Sonoma State, Southern Ore-

gon College, University of
Nevada, Sacramento City

College, University. of California at Davis, Stanford

University and Humboldt
State,

' This Saturday KHSC-FM will
broadcast the baseball game between Humboldt and the Sacramento Hornets at 13:00 noon. An
interview wil start at 11:30
a.m. Announcers for the game

will be Prank Evans and Ralph

BUDGET
cYOUR
MONEY,
BUT
NOT TOUR

FUN!

Live
at One
of San Francisco's
Two Most Popular
Residence Clubs
LIVE for less money and have
more fun at night and weekends with other single men and
women. Like young lawyers,
secretaries, or graduate students, to name a few.
LIVE for at least $50 to $100
per month less than the cost
for rent and meals in an apartment or hotel room.
LIVE where your staff does all
the caring about grocery shopping, cooking and cleaning.

LIVE where just $95 a month
includes meals by a chef,
linens, maid service, cocktail
parties, dances, color TV,

MONROE
TS Leoe)

It figures ... GOOD STUDENTS

placed fourth in the finals.

Bu

Bow], beginning at 9:30 a.m.

relay team slated for entry in the

his all time best of 4:14.2, finish-

149 While Golfers

field meet will be held tomorrow, May 13, in Redwood

GENERALLY
ARE
BETTER DRIVERS!

R

Yes, it figures! Statistics prove

That's why KEMPER INSURANCE

BELLA VISTA INN

Harris are expected to the route

.

for the Jacks again if their arms

776 - 18th St.

are rested.

na GAStt

At MAX & JIM’S

ra

BANQUETS, RECEPTIONS
PARTIES AND
CATERING

And there's a man in your town who can tell you
ail about this new plan. So if your son is an
honor

Student,
call or stop by...

We specialize in tires, shellubrication, and......
just about EVERYTHING! Tip-top tune-ups, too.
MECHANIC ON DUTY
ath & ‘G’ Se.

Check on our budget terms.

We give S&H Green Stamps

ARCATA

Continental euisine
that is unbeatable
PEN DAILY
Hwy. 101
12-2 a.m.
8. McKinleyville
839- 339 3

DON DANIELS INSURANCE
2288 Central Ave McKinleyvilie
839-3501
Ee

[and s
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